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Mouth-Watering Titles to Dive into Jewish Cuisine

Yiddish Cuisine

by Florence Kahn
In this delightful cookbook, Parisian delicatessen-owner Florence Kahn shares traditional Yiddish
recipes with modern variations. Explore the diversity of Jewish cooking with these easy-to-follow
recipes.

by Jeffrey Yoskowitz and Liz Alpern
Liz and Jeffrey revitalize traditional Ashkenazi cuisine with compelling twists and intriguing insights.
You’ll find inspiring and comforting recipes that reflect the character and glory of Ashkenazi culinary
culture.

Little Book of Jewish Appetizers

Cherish

by Leah Koenig
It’s hard to imagine a social gathering without appetizers. With vibrant photographs and helpful tips,
this book introduces over 25 exceptional starters that draw from global Jewish influences.

Classic Italian Jewish Cooking

by Edda Servi Machlin
What happens when ancient Jewish dishes blend with Italian cooking techniques and ingredients?
This collection of over 300 recipes is a portal into Italian Jewish culinary tradition.

Feasting

by Amanda Ruben
Are you looking for ways to add variety to your meals? This guide offers a fresh take on classic Jewish
cooking with super tasty and innovative recipes to enjoy with family and friends.

I [heart] Kosher

by Kim Kushner
Genuine and comprehensive, this cookbook features over 100 kosher recipes with straightforward
techniques to boost your creativity in the kitchen and help you prepare impressive meals for any
occasion.

The Gefilte Manifesto

by Anne Shooter
Inspired by her Jewish roots, Anne Shooter introduces a wide range of flavors from the Middle East,
Jerusalem and Eastern Europe. Exuberant and proven family recipes to cook for the people you
cherish.

Zahav

by Michael Solomonov and Steven Cook
Chef Michael Solomonov shares his incredible culinary journey and delivers his unique approach
to modern Israeli cuisine. His heartwarming recipes will expose you to new ideas and sharpen your
cooking skills.

Traditional Jewish Baking
by Carine Goren
Have you ever tried Jewish baked goods? In this practical guide, Carine Goren introduces a collection
of retro recipes with a contemporary twist and provides essential technical tips to make your home
baking easy and fun.
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Page-Turners Featuring Flawed but Intriguing Characters

Lucky

by Marissa Stapley
This Reese Book Club pick gives the con-artist story a refreshing spin and digs deep into
the complexity of being good.

Watch Out for Her

by Samantha M. Bailey
What can go wrong when a hypervigilant mother hires a pretty babysitter? The author of
Woman on the Edge once again proves her prowess as a great storyteller in this intense
domestic thriller.

The Relatives

The Lost Ones

by Sheena Kamal
In this first installment of the Nora Watts series, the Trinidad-born author crafts a tough,
peculiar, witty heroine with a painful, violent past - a comparison to Stieg Larsson’s
Lisbeth Salander.

I’ll Never Tell

by Catherine McKenzie
The former litigation law firm partner formulates a sharp and engrossing suspense where
five siblings have to come together and face a tragic accident that pulled them apart
twenty years ago.

by Camilla Gibb
The author of Sweetness in the Belly and This Is Happy kicks off this thriller-paced novel
with one particular mystery, and then she embarks on a richly imagined journey about
embryo ownership, sperm donorship, and what it takes to make a family.

by GoldenEagle, Carol Rose
With vivid prose, the Cree and Dene author and journalist offers authentic insights on
how Indigenous women go missing but cases are ignored by the government and police.

Trust Exercise

Breathless

by Susan Choi
Between fiction and truth, friendships and loyalties, Choi has masterfully created a
coming-of-age romance that is electrifying and challenging.

Bone Black

by Amy Mcculloch
Mcculloch brings readers a breathless climb as the young mountaineer chases the killer
on the 26000-feet-above sea-level Manaslu in this gripping, action-packed thriller.

The Almost Wife

by Anderson-Dargatz, Gail
The BC author sets her new novel in Ontario’s beautiful Manitoulin Island but with every
woman’s nightmare: a missing child, the past abuse, and the haunting secrets that
everyone is hiding. Anderson-Dargatz’s skill in building suspense is unparalleled.
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Contemporary YA Books by Asian Authors

From Twinkle, With Love

by Sandhya Menon
In this sweet friends-to-lovers romance, aspiring filmmaker Twinkle hopes working with Sahil
on her movies will help her get closer to his twin brother, Neil.

by Syed M. Masood
When Danyal recruits Bisma to help him win an academic competition and impress his crush, he
discovers true love might be right in front of him. A charming and engaging romantic comedy.

A Girl Like That

by Tanaz Bhathena
In this powerful, thought-provoking novel from Canadian author Tanaz Bhathena, teens Zarin
and Porus reflect on the events that led to their untimely deaths. A nuanced look at the sexism
and abuse facing many women and girls.

Rent a Boyfriend

by Gloria Chao
To impress her parents, Chloe hires Andrew to pretend to be her boyfriend. They soon develop
real feelings, but does Chloe like him for who he really is? A funny and romantic story about
navigating family expectations.

Frankly in Love

If I Tell You the Truth

by David Yoon
In this amusing and moving romance, Frank and Joy start a fake relationship so they can each
secretly date people their parents don’t approve of. But what if their relationship isn’t so fake
after all?

Heiress Apparently

by Diana Ma
When aspiring actress Gemma travels to China to film a movie, she is mistaken for a famous
socialite who turns out to be her long-lost cousin. Full of heart and humour, this is a story of
finding your voice and taking pride in your culture.

Harley in the Sky

by Akemi Dawn Bowman
When her parents insist she go to college rather than join their circus as a trapeze artist, Harley
betrays them and joins a rival company. A raw, emotional novel about family relationships that
touches on mental health and cultural identity.

More Than Just a Pretty Face

by Jasmin Kaur
In this haunting novel combining prose and verse, Sahaara learns some devastating secrets
from her mother’s past as she helps her apply for Canadian citizenship.

Somewhere Only We Know

by Maurene Goo
A chance encounter between Lucky, a popstar trying to go undercover, and Jack, a paparazzo
with dreams of becoming a photographer, leads to an adventure through the streets of Hong
Kong in this fast-paced, entertaining novel.

The Authentics

by Abdi Nazemian
Daria prides herself on keeping it real, until a DNA test with shocking results causes her to
question her entire identity. A gripping story about figuring out where you belong.
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YA Novels Rooted in Myths, Legends & Folklore

The Hill

by Karen Bass
Jared survives a plane crash in northern Alberta, and Kyle, a Cree boy, comes to his aid. While searching for
a cell signal, they spend the night on a forbidden hill; they come down to a changed forest, and something
otherworldly is hunting them.

Songs From the Deep

The Call

by Peadar Ó Guilin
3 minutes in the real world, 24 hours hunted by the Sídhe in the Grey Land. This is The Call. Every teenager in
Ireland for the last 25 years has heard it. Most come back dead or mutilated. This intense, bleak novel is not for
the squeamish.

The Boneless Mercies

by April Genevieve Tucholke
The Boneless Mercies, a five-woman band of mercenaries, set out on a quest to slay the Blue Vee Beast in this
gender-flipped version of Beowulf. These strong, complex characters will see plenty of action before the end of
this leisurely-paced book.

Between the Blade and the Heart

by Amanda Hocking
In Malin’s world, Valkyries don’t just collect the spirits of the dead; they hunt down rogue immortals at the
behest of the Gods. This fast-paced urban fantasy promises a bisexual love triangle, revenge, a world-ending
threat and more.

The Monstrous Child

Orpheus Girl

by Brynne Rebele-Henry
A conversion camp stands in for Hades in this gruesome, realistic retelling of the Orpheus Myth. Raya and Sarah
are our Orpheus and Eurydice, and the ‘treatments’ they endure are nothing short of hell. Check for Triggers
before diving into this one.

The Star-touched Queen

Cursed

Shadow of the Fox

by Thomas Wheeler
A retelling of the Arthurian legend with all the familiar faces but asking an interesting question: What if the
Lady of the Lake took the sword for her own? You can read the book then watch the Netflix series.

by Kelly Powell
A body with a slashed throat found on the beach threatens the uneasy peace between sirens and a coastal
town. Moria and Jude seem to be the only people in town who don’t blame the creatures, and their
investigation makes for a compelling read.

by Francesca Simon
Usually depicted as bleak, the Norse underworld is very different when a snarky teenager runs the show. Hel,
daughter of Loki and Goddess of the underworld, narrates proceedings with a sarcastic tone even as the twilight
of the Gods approaches.

by Roshani Chokshi
Princess Mayavati, cursed with a horoscope signalling a marriage of death and destruction, ends up the queen
of an otherworldly realm after being saved by its king. Indian mythology takes the fore in this richly detailed
fantasy.

by Julie Kagawa
Follow a ragtag group of heroes, including a kitsune, and a warrior with a sentient, evil sword, on a quest to
collect the pieces of a wish-granting scroll in this Japanese folklore inspired fantasy.
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Picture Books by Canadian Authors for Children’s Book Week

Carson Crosses Canada

by Linda Bailey
Annie and her dog go on a trip across Canada to visit Annie’s sister. Bright and
educational, the book is a wonderful way to help young readers learn more about the
diverse regions of Canada.

Alis the Aviator

by Danielle Metcalfe-Chenail
Are you a big fan of planes and adventure? Embark on this stunning aviation journey
with Alis and explore the airplanes of the past and present.

Hugs

by Robert N. Munsch
Thea and her little brother go in search of the right kind of hug. A meaningful story
inspired by a brother and sister from Saskatoon who Robert Munsch met on a skiing trip.

Birdsong

by Julie Flett
Katherena is happy to meet her neighbor, an elderly woman who shares the same
passion for arts and nature. An emotional story about intergenerational friendship and
loss.

Sweetest Kulu

by Celina Kalluk
A sweet bedtime poem dedicated to little “Kulu”, a term of endearment for babies
in Inuktitut. The book nurtures the Inuit values of love and respect for the Earth and
animals.

Yak and Dove

by Kyo Maclear
Can Yak and Dove be best friends despite their differences? Beautifully illustrated, this
uplifting book reveals the secret of true friendship.

Hello, Crow!

by Candace Savage
Franny is excited to befriend a crow. Her father, though, thinks their relationship is
imaginary. A sweet story about crows and our amazing natural world.

Otto and Pio

by Marianne Dubuc
Otto the squirrel decides to shelter a strange creature he found on his doorstep. Will they
learn to love each other? A heartwarming story about the meaning of family and home.

Picture a Tree

by Barbara Reid
Did you know that there is more than one way to picture a tree? With her majestic
plasticine artwork, the author motivates our young readers to appreciate and celebrate
trees.

Mustafa

by Marie-Louise Gay
Mustafa feels lonely and invisible in his new country. Can he adjust to the world around
him and feel at home again? A gentle story about empathy, recovery, and friendship.
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Swashbuckling Pirate Adventures for Kids

Jacob Two-Two on the High Seas

by Cary Fagan
“Two plus two plus two years old” Jacob and his family leave England for Canada on the SS
Spring-a-Leak amidst a colourful cast of characters. Things turn for the (even more) comic when
singing pirates board the ship.

Seven Dead Pirates

Race to the Bottom of the Sea

Nadya Skylung and the Cloudship Rescue

by Lindsay Eagar
11-year-old Fidelia Quail invents submarines to help her marine biologist parents with their
work. Fidelia doubts her abilities after a tragic accident, but being kidnapped by a pirate forces
her to push through.

Stinky Spike the Pirate Dog

by Peter Meisel
An early chapter book featuring a dog with “the world’s most powerful nose” who helps pirates
find treasure. Readers will discover with glee that pirates and dogs think of treasure very
differently (especially a dog named Stinky Spike!)

Holly Farb and the Princess of the Galaxy

by Gareth Wronski
Not all pirates sail the seas; some roam the stars, as Holly discovers after being mistaken for
the missing Princess of the Galaxy. Oddball characters and a sarcastic robot narrator make this
humorous sci-fi adventure shine.

The Jolly Regina

by Kara LaReau
Jaundice and Kale Bland do their best to avoid excitement of any kind, but that becomes
impossible when an all-female crew of pirates kidnaps them. Puns, dry humour, and quirky
illustrations abound in this high-seas adventure.

by Linda Bailey
Lewis, so shy that he can’t speak in school, is delighted to move into an isolated tower room in
his grandfather’s mansion. Sharing that room with the ghosts of a pirate crew was not part of
the plan—a funny fantasy with surprising depth.
by Jeff Seymour
A crew of orphans work together to save their airship when pirates board and kidnap the adults.
Fans of steampunk will enjoy this fantasy that’s rich with world-building.

Blastaway

by Melissa Landers
A boy accidentally steals his family space-cruiser. A girl hires herself out to space pirates to
help blow up a sun. When their paths collide, readers will be delighted by their action-packed
adventure full of gross-out humour.

Second Star to the Fright

by Vera Strange
Captain Hook proves to be a real menace when he starts creeping out of neverland and into the
real world. Part of the Disney Chills horror series that will please fans of Goosebumps.

Traveler

by Greg Weisman
Set in World of Warcraft’s Azaroth but accessible to those who have never played the game, this
high-fantasy adventure features a humorous cast of characters and epic action scenes.
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